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RECORDS

A complete solution for seafarers!

Physical TRBs are often thick books that need to be carried by the cadet

from ship to ship over several years. As the cadet completes various tasks

onboard, the entries for these trainings are filled in by hand by the cadet

and countersigned by the officers on board.  

While the cadet usually takes utmost care of the TRB, mishaps could

happen. Pages can get damaged, smudged or torn. In the worst case, the

book can get misplaced or lost. Another problem of the physical TRB is

that it is quite difficult to verify whether the signatures are authentic and

if the training record entries were made regularly as the cadet progressed

with the pre-defined training plan. 

Fortunately, with modern digital technologies, the TRB has been given a

new lease of life by N-CAP!  

N-CAP transforms the traditional TRB records into electronic data fields.

Blockchain capability guarantees the authenticity and integrity of the

data. The e-TRB is tamper-proof and easily verifiable. Cadets, Training

Officers, Masters, Training Institutions, Shipowners, Manning Agents,

Maritime Authorities etc. could all easily view the TRB data in real-time

within a secure permissioned environment.  Besides the convenience

and the productivity gains, other benefits include real-time fraud

detection,  better regulatory compliance and enhanced data privacy.

THE PROBLEM

N-CAP has in-built features within its digital wallet (mobile-app) where

e-TRB routines are available.  Records of on-board trainings can be

maintained effortlessly. Cadets and their shore-based training

supervisors can keep track of the tasks completed on board, have their

training goals approved by their appointed training officers, and can

even have their sea times (also called sea testimonials) digitally signed.

Best of all, the e-TRB records can never be damaged or lost and are

available 24x7.  

Navozyme ensures that the highest data privacy standards are

maintained so that the cadet has full control of the e-TRB.  The e-TRB

facilitates easy auditing of the records so that maritime authorities and

shipping companies can be assured that the information they view is

authentic and untampered.

THE SOLUTION

THE TECHNOLOGY POWERING N-CAP

TRAINING RECORD
BOOK

Training Record Books (TRBs) are

used to record and track the progress

of cadets as they go about acquiring

new skills and competencies while at

sea. The TRBs provide a

comprehensive record of the cadet’s

onboard training and development

prior to becoming an officer. 

The cadet maintains the TRB and fills

the entries in the book to be signed off

by officers who have supervised the

cadet. The TRB is often used as

evidence to evaluate the training &

development the cadet has undergone

while at sea. 

THE N-CAP WALLET
The mobile app that allows seafarers to

receive & manage maritime credentials. 

E-Training Record Book


